The List from The Partner Channel® is your tool for finding the solutions available from Microsoft Dynamics® Partners. Review the various industry, horizontal, and service offerings available and you may just find exactly what you’ve been looking for! The List is unique in that it shares only those solutions and services that work with the Microsoft Dynamics product line. We want you to spend time using the solution, not looking for it. If you have a product or service that you would like included on The List, please contact Jane@thepartnerchannel.com.

NOTE: The Partner Channel offers no expressed or implied warranty or guarantee for any of the products included in this directory. Support and quality assurance of these software products and services are solely the responsibility of each Microsoft Dynamics Partner.

*Due to the nature of the “classified” format used for The List, Microsoft Dynamics brand guidelines may not have been followed. We encourage Partners NOT to follow the example we are setting!
Industry

>>Agriculture

SCALABLE

Scalable Data Systems  AX
http://www.scalableax.com • 714-594-7690

Commodity Trading
Complete Solution for Commodity Trading: Manage all aspects of physical contracts from agreement to execution including: Contract Management, Logistics, Risk Management, Invoicing, Cost tracking and Accruals.

>>Apparel/ Footwear

Lanham Associates  NAV
http://www.lanhamassoc.com  678-379-4200 ext. 105

EDI
In-house control, collaborative, or outsourced. Total solution, AS2, and VAN for lower cost of ownership. Seamless simplicity EDI designed specifically for NAV. More documents and users than any other NAV provider.

RedTail Solutions  GP NAV
http://www.redtailssolutions.com  508-983-1900
RedTail EDI
Freedom to Do Business: Stick to what you do best - our cloud service manages your EDI. Integrated with ERP/WMS/3PL systems. Lowest total cost.

>>Commodity Trades

SCALABLE

Scalable Data Systems  AX
http://www.scalableax.com • 714-594-7690

Commodity Trading
Complete Solution for Commodity Trading: Manage all aspects of physical contracts from agreement to execution including: Contract Management, Logistics, Risk Management, Invoicing, Cost tracking and Accruals.

>>Construction

ipmGlobal

IPM Global Pty Ltd  AX
http://www.ipmglobal.net • 61-3-368-2489
IPM Project Management
IPM Project Management is a purpose built XRM Solution that delivers a fresh approach to Project Management in the Construction / Engineering sectors. Incorporating Comprehensive Contract and Cost Control.

>>Consumer Packaged Goods

DATA MASON

Data Masons Software  AX
http://www.datamasons.com • 866-575-1631

Vantage Point EDI for Dynamics
Tightly integrated EDI for Dynamics without customizations.

>>Chemicals

Horizons International  AX
http://www.qualityessentialsuite.com  866-949-9504 ext. 811
Quality Essentials Suite
Quality Management System integrates to all Dynamics products. Used in chemicals, food and other regulated industries. Control layouts for certificates of analysis, comply with ISO standards, manage lot holds.

HighJump

HighJump TrueCommerce EDI Solutions  AX
http://www.highjump.com • 888-430-4489
HighJump TrueCommerce EDI Solutions
Scalable & affordable EDI solutions for Microsoft Dynamics. A service approach, from one trusted source, helps lower your fulfillment & procurement costs & connects you to an expansive global trading network.

Ariett

Ariett  AX
http://www.ariett.com • 781-826-1120
Cloud AP Invoice, Procurement, Contract & Expense Reporting
One spend management platform for any device to delight your employees.

Lanham Associates  NAV
http://www.lanhamassoc.com  678-379-4200 ext. 105

ACE - Advanced Commerce ERP
EDI, ASN, Shipping, Carrier Manifest, Labels, Barcoding, TP Compliance, WMS, Forecasting & Replenishment. Best of breed built inside NAV replacing 7 disparate solutions. Seamless simplicity. 110,000+ users worldwide.

RedTail Solutions  GP NAV
http://www.redtailssolutions.com • 508-983-1900
RedTail EDI
Freedom to Do Business: Stick to what you do best - our cloud service manages your EDI. Integrated with ERP/WMS/3PL systems. Lowest total cost.

>>Cross Industry Solution

ACOM Solutions, Inc.  GP
http://www.acom.com/solutions/microsoft-dynamics-gp

Cloud AP Invoice, Procurement, Contract & Expense Reporting
One spend management platform for any device to delight your employees.

DATABASICS, Inc.  AX
http://www.databasics.com • 314-282-9561
DATABASICS Time, Expense and Invoice Management
Integrated travel expense and invoice software for Microsoft Dynamics.

Arabela Technologies  AX
http://www.arabela.com • 949-291-4777
Master Data Centralization
For Dynamics AX
Arabela’s Master Data Centralization for Dynamics AX manages product, customer, vendor, employees, and COA master data and their fields across multiple companies for better shared services. Gain from our experience!

docSTAR

docSTAR  AX
http://www.docstar.com • 888-docSTAR
docSTAR eclipse Smart AP Automation
docSTAR is the premier AP automation solution provider. SaaS or on-premises deployment options. Mobile access. Intelligent data capture. Advanced workflow. Microsoft Dynamics ERP integration.

AssureSign LLC  AX
AssureSign Electronic Signature Software
Integrated cloud or on-premise enterprise class Electronic Signatures.

CALUMO, Inc.  AX
http://www.calumo.com • 214-387-6030
NEW: CALUMO - Reporting, Budgeting & Forecasting
CALUMO is THE single tool for reporting, budgeting & forecasting all Accountants love. CALUMO combines web/mobile/Excel/Word/PowerPoint to create & distribute ad-hoc analysis, reports, dashboards & planning templettes.
JPI is a bi-directional integration linking JAT Payroll Interface (JPI) carriers and insurance providers. JBC communicates enrollment data to JAT Benefits Connect (JBC) Request For Quote creation and solve problems.

Higher Logic
http://www.higherlogic.com • 202-360-4402
Higher Logic
The leading cloud-based community platform used by organizations worldwide to bring people together in secure communities designed to ignite knowledge sharing, drive content creation and solve problems.

Integrated Software, Inc.
http://www.issues.com • 321-984-1986
Request For Quotes
Create RFOs. Save Vendor responses. Auto-create PO's and Sales Quotes.

JAT Computer Consulting, Inc.
http://www.jatnet.com/BIC.htm
888-525-8874 ext. 462
JAT Benefits Connect (JBC) JBC communicates enrollment data to carriers and insurance providers.

JAT Computer Consulting, Inc.
http://www.jatnet.com/JHT.htm
888-325-8874 ext. 462
JAT Payroll Interface (JPI) JPI is a bi-directional integration linking GP HRM and ADP payroll.

Joesoftware Inc.
http://www.joesoftware.com • 780-990-0220
Marvel Comprehensive QSHE application. Incident management, employee safety data, training/certifications, job site hazard assessments, procedure automation and more. OSHA COR PIR compliant.

KTL Solutions, Inc.
http://www.ktlsolutions.com • 866-960-0001

Liaison Software Corp
http://www.liasonssoft.com
800-811-4618 ext. 201 Liaison Messenger EDD Batch email, fax, print, archive Invoices, Statements, Sales Orders, Purchase Orders to customers, vendors, sales. Attach supporting documentation. Use existing reports (GP report writer, SSRS, Crystal).

Nodus Technologies, Inc.

Nodus Technologies, Inc.

PaperSave
http://www.PaperSave.com • 877-727-3799
PaperSave is a complete document management, electronic workflow and invoice automation solution. Certified for Microsoft Dynamics GP, SL, AX, & CRM.

Panatrack, Inc.
http://www.panatrack.com • 262-361-4950 Panatracker GP Field Sales & Inventory Extend GP to capture sales transactions at the point of activity.

PaperSave EAX CRM GP NAV SL
http://www.papersave.com
877-973-6737
http://www.gorillaexpense.com
800-901-5008
Gorilla Expense is a bi-directional integration linking paperless expense management, inventory & receiving, and business intelligence. Top rated & trusted for over 16 years.

EthoTech, Inc.
http://www.ethotech.com • 678-384-7500 ext. 1 Commission Plan Calculate, pay and track all variable compensation, including Sales Commissions, Bonuses, Royalties, Rebates and SPPIFS. Effortlessly create and modify commission plans, and then quickly distribute reports by e-mail.
Horizons International
http://www.qualityessentialssuite.com
866-949-9504 ext. 811
Quality Essentials Suite
Quality Management System integrates to all Dynamics products. Used in chemicals, food and other regulated industries. Control layouts for certificates of analysis, comply with ISO standards, manage lot holds.

Lanham Associates* NAV
http://www.lanhamassoc.com
678-379-4200 ext. 105
Supply Chain Solutions* GFM
Best of Breed built inside NAV. More than 110,000+ users worldwide.

Metafile Information Systems, Inc.
http://www.metaviewer.com - 507-286-9232
MetaViewer Paperless ERP for Microsoft Dynamics
Enhance your AX, GP, NAV, SL solutions by adding integrated scanning, OCR, e invoicing, workflow, and AP/AR Automation.

RedTail Solutions NAV
http://www.redtailosolutions.com - 508-983-1900
RedTail EDI
Freedom to Do Business: Stick to what you do best - our cloud service manages your EDI. Integrated with ERP/WMS/PLM systems. Lowest total cost.

Scalable Data Systems AX
http://www.scalablelax.com - 714-594-7600
Procurement for Manufacturing
Procurement of Commodity raw materials fully integrated with MRP providing visibility of production demand to procurement. Key features: Contract Management, Logistics, Risk Management, Track costs and Accruals.

Vicinity Manufacturing
http://www.vicinitymanufacturing.com - 770-421-2467
Vicinity
Written for the process manufacturing industry. Vicinity manages formulation, quality control, compliance, production, & planning for Food, Beverage, Chemical, Cosmetic, Personal Care, & Pharmaceutical manufacturers.

Government Contracting
IPM Global Pty Ltd AX
http://www.ipmglobal.net - 321-368-2489
IPM Project Management
IPM Project Management is a purpose built XRM Solution that delivers a fresh approach to Project Management in the Construction / Engineering sectors. Incorporating Comprehensive Contract and Cost Control.

Unanet Technologies GP SL
http://www.unanet.com - 703-689-9440
Unanet Project Portfolio
Resource planning, time/expense tracking & project accounting for GP/SL

Healthcare
Binary Stream GP
NEW: Healthcare Materials Management (HMM)
Optimize materials management and streamline your consumption-based supply chain management.

Time Matrix TMC
Time Matrix
NEW: DocuPhase
DocuPhase integrates with Dynamics GP, HR, PA, & Manufacturing.

Computer Information Enterprises GFM SL
http://www.compinfo.com - 949-263-0910
ImageLink
ImageLink is the document management solution for Dynamics SL and GP with integrated OCR and AP workflow. Increasing productivity reducing paper. The integration is the difference. Visit www.compinfo.com.

High Tech and Electronics
Experlogix, Inc. AX CRM GP NAV
http://www.experlogix.com
800-504-9729 ext. 712
Experlogix CPQ (Configure Price Quote) for Microsoft Dynamics CRM & ERP
Experlogix CPQ solutions meet the demands of today’s competitive marketplace by simplifying the process of selling customized products, accelerating proposal development times and increasing quote-to-order ratios.

QBD Systems AX GP NAV
http://www.qbddsys.com - 800-743-9003
Universal PLM Integration
Integration w/ PLM s/w incl. Agile, Arena, Aras, Solidworks EPDM & more.

Red Maple AX
http://www.redmaple.com - 972-980-6963
Red Maple’s Advanced Trade and Pricing
Adv Trade extends pricing capabilities to include complex pricing structures, extends billing, billing schedules and revenue recognition of complex transactions. Contracts can be generated and managed easily.

Industrial Equipment
Experlogix, Inc. AX CRM GP NAV
http://www.experlogix.com 800-504-9729 ext. 712
Experlogix CPQ (Configure Price Quote) for Microsoft Dynamics CRM & ERP
Experlogix CPQ solutions meet the demands of today’s competitive marketplace by simplifying the process of selling customized products, accelerating proposal development times and increasing quote-to-order ratios.

Insurance
AssureSign LLC AX CRM NAV SL
http://www.assuresign.com
800-997-9921 ext. 1255
doc-link Integrated Document Management
Capture, workflow, output & archive w/doc-link, Doc. Mgmt. for Dynamics.

Arbela Technologies AX CRM
Arbela Technologies
Our specialties can align with all your industry-specific and evolving business needs. With minimum customizations, we tailor AX and CRM to effectively reduce costs and improve efficiency. Gain from our experience!
Thomson Reuters AX, GP
http://tax.thomsonreuters.com/DynamicsTax
888-885-0206
Thomson Reuters ONESOURCE
Thomson Reuters ONESOURCE Indirect Tax for all companies leveraging Microsoft Dynamics provides cloud-based sales, use, and value-added tax calculation, reporting, exemption certificate management and returns.

» Pharmaceuticals
ASC Software AX, GP, NAV
http://www.ascsoftware.com • 937-429-1428
ASC Trac
Award-winning, scalable Warehouse Management Solutions (WMS) designed for Distribution, Manufacturing & 3PL operations of any type. Over 25 years of experience in the Pharmaceutical & Medical industries.

Concur AX, GP, NAV, SL
https://www.concur.com • 425-590-3020
Travel Expense and Invoice Management
Integrated travel expense and invoice software for Microsoft Dynamics.

Horizons International AX, GP, NAV
http://www.qualityessentialsuite.com
866-949-9504 ext. 811
Quality Essentials Suite
Quality Management system integrates to all Dynamics products. Used in chemicals, food and other regulated industries. Control layouts for certificates of analysis, comply with ISO standards, manage lot holds.

Panatrack, Inc. GP
http://www.panatrack.com • 262-361-4950
PanatrackerGP for Inventory Management
Add an integrated bar code solution and turn GP into your WMS for inventory management. An easy to install solution with robust features.

» Professional Services
Globe Software AX, CRM
http://www.globesoftware.com • 701-235-4084
Atlas - Real-time Reporting & Upload into AX from Microsoft Office
Using Atlas, you’ll see how real-time two way data validation integrates between Office, Dynamics AX & CRM. From data migration to production, register on our web site for a free trial.

JOVACO Solutions Inc. CRM, GP
http://www.jovaco.com • 888-988-3535 ext. 122
JOVACO Project Suite
Project accounting for professional service firms to manage projects through web-based time & expense and resource mgmt. Top features: extensive reporting, multi-company & inter-departmental capabilities.

Nexonia AX, GP, NAV, SL
http://www.nexonia.com • 800-291-4829
Nexonia
Highly-configurable cloud-based expense reports and timesheets solutions, seamlessly integrated with MS Dynamics, incl. VAT & multi-currency. With mobile apps for iOS, Android, BlackBerry 10 & Windows Mobile phones.


ROCKTON SOFTWARE
http://www.panatrack.com • 888-885-0206
PanatrackerGP for Inventory Management
Add an integrated bar code solution and turn GP into your WMS for inventory management. An easy to install solution with robust features.

Integrity Data AX, GP, NAV, SL
http://www.integrity-data.com/software/aca-compliance/ • 888-786-6162
Synpio ACA Compliance Solution - powered by Integrity Data
A 360° reporting engine that makes ACA tracking and compliance a non-issue. With deep BI capabilities, this tool automatically tracks eligibility and tests affordability, and generates and prints Form 1095-C.

Kronos Incorporated AX, GP
http://www.kronos.com • 800-225-1561
Workforce Central Suite
Seamlessly integrates with Microsoft Dynamics to completely automate the essential timekeeping, human resources and financial processes.

» Software
Avalara, Inc. AX, CRM
http://www.avalara.com • 800-388-5050
Sales Tax Automation
Automate and eliminate the complexity of sales tax management with Avalara. A cloud-based sales and use tax calculation, exemption certificate management, filing and remittance solution for Microsoft Dynamics.

Red Maple AX
http://www.redmaple.com • 972-980-6963
Red Maple’s Advanced Credit Cards
PCI validated CC solution native to AX and Retail for AX. We integrate to 13+ processors. Take payments in SO, AR or Projects. Tokenization is available. Process CC in multiple countries. Handle complex transactions.

Red Maple AX
http://www.redmaple.com • 972-980-6963
Red Maple’s Advanced Trade and Pricing
Adv Trade extends pricing capabilities to include complex pricing structures, extends billing, billing schedules and revenue recognition of complex transactions. Contracts can be generated and managed easily.

Red Maple AX
http://www.redmaple.com • 972-980-6963
Red Maple’s Advanced Credit Cards for Retail
Adv CC for Retail allows you to process credit cards in retail environments and directly integrate into AX. PCI validated CC solution native to AX. Red Maple has many processor options for CC for Retail.

Thomson Reuters ONESOURCE
Thomson Reuters ONESOURCE Indirect Tax for all companies leveraging Microsoft Dynamics provides cloud-based sales, use, and value-added tax calculation, reporting, exemption certificate management and returns.

Thomson Reuters
http://tax.thomsonreuters.com/DynamicsTax
888-885-0206
Thomson Reuters ONESOURCE
Thomson Reuters ONESOURCE Indirect Tax for all companies leveraging Microsoft Dynamics provides cloud-based sales, use, and value-added tax calculation, reporting, exemption certificate management and returns.
Rockton Software
http://www.rocktonconnect.com • 877-476-2586
Rockton Connect, small business accounting built inside Microsoft Dynamics CRM online specifically for software companies.
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Selective Software
Selectsoft Inc. • 421-369-0480
In Transit Software

Warehouse Management
Appolis
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ASC Software
ASC Software • 937-429-1428
ASC Trac
Award winning, scalable & highly configur-
urable WMS designed for Distribution, Manufacturing & 3PL operations of any type. Over 25 years of experience in advanced distribution solutions.

Integrity Data
http://www.integrity-data.com/software/acacompliance • 888-786-6162
Sympio ACA Compliance Solution - powered by Integrity Data
A 360° reporting engine that makes ACA tracking and compliance a non-issue With deep BI capabilities, this tool automatically tracks eligibility and tests affordability, and generates and prints Form 1095-C.

Joesoftware Inc.
http://www.joesoftware.com • 780-990-0220
Recruitment Accelerator
Web-based recruiting mgmt, resume collection & on-boarding accelerator.

Transportation
Selective Software
Save money regardless of the type and scale of your business with our comprehensive and cost-effective solutions.

ASC Software
ASC Software • 937-429-1428
ASC Trac
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WithoutWire™ Warehouse
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ASC Software
ASC Software • 937-429-1428
ASC Trac
Award winning, scalable & highly configur-
urable WMS designed for Distribution, Manufacturing & 3PL operations of any type. Over 25 years of experience in advanced distribution solutions.

Integrity Data
http://www.integrity-data.com/software/acacompliance • 888-786-6162
Sympio ACA Compliance Solution - powered by Integrity Data
A 360° reporting engine that makes ACA tracking and compliance a non-issue With deep BI capabilities, this tool automatically tracks eligibility and tests affordability, and generates and prints Form 1095-C.

Joesoftware Inc.
http://www.joesoftware.com • 780-990-0220
Recruitment Accelerator
Web-based recruiting mgmt, resume collection & on-boarding accelerator.

Transportation
Selective Software
Save money regardless of the type and scale of your business with our comprehensive and cost-effective solutions.

ASC Software
ASC Software • 937-429-1428
ASC Trac
Award winning, scalable & highly configur-
urable WMS designed for Distribution, Manufacturing & 3PL operations of any type. Over 25 years of experience in advanced distribution solutions.

Integrity Data
http://www.integrity-data.com/software/acacompliance • 888-786-6162
Sympio ACA Compliance Solution - powered by Integrity Data
A 360° reporting engine that makes ACA tracking and compliance a non-issue With deep BI capabilities, this tool automatically tracks eligibility and tests affordability, and generates and prints Form 1095-C.

Joesoftware Inc.
http://www.joesoftware.com • 780-990-0220
Recruitment Accelerator
Web-based recruiting mgmt, resume collection & on-boarding accelerator.

Warehouse Management
Appolis
http://www.appolis.com • 612-343-0404
WithoutWire™ Warehouse
WMS Barcode mobile traceable lot se-

ASC Software
ASC Software • 937-429-1428
ASC Trac
Award winning, scalable & highly configur-
urable WMS designed for Distribution, Manufacturing & 3PL operations of any type. Over 25 years of experience in advanced distribution solutions.

Integrity Data
http://www.integrity-data.com/software/acacompliance • 888-786-6162
Sympio ACA Compliance Solution - powered by Integrity Data
A 360° reporting engine that makes ACA tracking and compliance a non-issue With deep BI capabilities, this tool automatically tracks eligibility and tests affordability, and generates and prints Form 1095-C.
Way you want and need it to!

solutions: reliable software, top-notch Payroll experiences by offering solid

Creating great Dynamics® GP HR & Payroll

packages the process of invoice transactions being captured, coded, routed, approved, stored and audited.

Barcode Data Collection

eNSYNC Solutions, Inc.  •  AX

http://www.ScanWorkX.com  •  913-647-8640

ScanWorkX for Dynamics AX CRM

Extend Dynamics AX to nearly any mobile device. More than 75 standard DAX functions with and without barcoding. Custom transactions available.

Pantrack, Inc.  •  GP

http://www.pantrack.com  •  262-361-4950

PantrackerGP for Inventory Management

Add an integrated bar code solution and turn GP into your WMS for inventory management. An easy to install solution with robust features.

Pantrack, Inc.  •  GP

http://www.pantrack.com  •  262-361-4950

PantrackerGP for Fixed Assets

Bar Code data capture extending GP Fixed Asset module to manage assets.

RF-SMART  •  AX

http://ax.rfsmart.com  •  904-399-8500

RF-SMART Data Collection

#1 brand of mobile solutions for AX warehouse, manufacturing, & retail inventory control. “Your Supply Chain. Mobile. Accurate. Real time.”

Budgeting

CALUMO, Inc.  •  AX  •  CRM

http://www.calumo.com  •  214-387-6030

NEW: CALUMO - Reporting, Budgeting & Forecasting

CALUMO is THE single tool for reporting, budgeting & forecasting all Accountants love. CALUMO combines web/mobile/ Excel/Word/PowerPoint to create & distribute ad-hoc analysis, reports, dashboards & planning templates.

Dynamic Budgets  •  AX

http://www.dynamicbudgets.com  •  650-332-6650

Dynamic Budgets

Replace Forecaster with a more intuitive and robust budgeting tool which can be up and running in 2 hours! Give your staff real-time drill down reporting on GP transactions and eliminate Excel-based budgeting chaos.

DataSelf

BI for mid-sized companies

DataSelf  •  AX  •  CRM  •  GP  •  NAV  •  SL

http://www.dataself.com  •  888-910-9802

NEW: DataSelf Analytics

5000+ reports and KPIs, Tableau and data warehouse for MS Dynamics.

Encore Business Solutions  •  AX

http://www.encorebusiness.com  •  888-898-4330 ext. 2336

Advanced SmartList

Enhanced analysis of SmartList data. Ad-hoc reports & queries on the fly. Sort, filter & re-order columns easily. Sum groups of info fast.

Encore Business Solutions  •  AX

http://www.encorebusiness.com  •  888-898-4330 ext. 2336

Project Tracking with Advanced Analytics

Create a seamless connection between a company’s financial transactions & project revenue & expenses. Easily assign project info. from within GP at the time of transaction entry.

Kronos Incorporated  •  AX

http://www.kronos.com  •  800-225-1561

Workforce Central® Suite

Seamlessly integrates with Microsoft Dynamics to completely automate the essential timekeeping, human resources and financial processes.

KwikTag  •  AX  •  CRM  •  GP  •  NAV  •  SL

http://www.kwiktag.com  •  888-KWIK-TAG

NEW: KwikTag

KwikPayables automates the process of invoice transactions being captured, coded, routed, approved, stored and audited.

Automation

ImageTag, Inc.  •  AX  •  GP  •  NAV  •  SL

http://www.imageTag.com  •  271-732-3737 ext. 0203

Comprehensive HR & Payroll Solutions for Dynamics GP

Creating great Dynamics® GP HR & Payroll experiences by offering solid solutions: reliable software, top-notch support and expert services - making your payroll system work exactly the way you want and need it to!

Asset Management/ MRO/ EAM

CogEP Inc.  •  AX  •  GP  •  NAV  •  SL

http://www.cogep.com  •  418-626-2503 ext. 144

GUIDE TI

Powerful and user-friendly maintenance software. Control budget and reduce maintenance and unit cost. Increase efficiency and reduce downtime.

Analytics

Arabela Technologies  •  AX  •  CRM  •  GP

http://www.arbeltaltech.com  •  949-291-4777

Arabela Technologies

Our specialties can align with all your industry-specific and evolving business needs. With minimum customizations, we tailor AX and CRM to effectively reduce costs and improve efficiency. Gain from our experience!

DataSelf

BI for mid-sized companies

DataSelf  •  AX  •  CRM  •  GP  •  NAV  •  SL

http://www.dataself.com  •  888-910-9802

NEW: DataSelf Analytics

5000+ reports and KPIs, Tableau and data warehouse for MS Dynamics.

Encore Business Solutions  •  AX

http://www.encorebusiness.com  •  888-898-4330 ext. 2336

Advanced SmartList

Enhanced analysis of SmartList data. Ad-hoc reports & queries on the fly. Sort, filter & re-order columns easily. Sum groups of info fast.

Encore Business Solutions  •  AX

http://www.encorebusiness.com  •  888-898-4330 ext. 2336

Project Tracking with Advanced Analytics

Create a seamless connection between a company’s financial transactions & project revenue & expenses. Easily assign project info. from within GP at the time of transaction entry.

Kronos Incorporated  •  AX

http://www.kronos.com  •  800-225-1561

Workforce Central® Suite

Seamlessly integrates with Microsoft Dynamics to completely automate the essential timekeeping, human resources and financial processes.

KwikTag  •  AX  •  CRM  •  GP  •  NAV  •  SL

http://www.kwiktag.com  •  888-KWIK-TAG

NEW: KwikTag

KwikPayables automates the process of invoice transactions being captured, coded, routed, approved, stored and audited.

Automation

ImageTag, Inc.  •  AX  •  GP  •  NAV  •  SL

http://www.imageTag.com  •  271-732-3737 ext. 0203

Comprehensive HR & Payroll Solutions for Dynamics GP

Creating great Dynamics® GP HR & Payroll experiences by offering solid solutions: reliable software, top-notch support and expert services - making your payroll system work exactly the way you want and need it to!

DataSelf

BI for mid-sized companies

DataSelf  •  AX  •  CRM  •  GP  •  NAV  •  SL

http://www.dataself.com  •  888-910-9802

NEW: DataSelf Analytics

5000+ reports and KPIs, Tableau and data warehouse for MS Dynamics.

Encore Business Solutions  •  AX

http://www.encorebusiness.com  •  888-898-4330 ext. 2336

Advanced SmartList

Enhanced analysis of SmartList data. Ad-hoc reports & queries on the fly. Sort, filter & re-order columns easily. Sum groups of info fast.

Encore Business Solutions  •  AX

http://www.encorebusiness.com  •  888-898-4330 ext. 2336

Project Tracking with Advanced Analytics

Create a seamless connection between a company’s financial transactions & project revenue & expenses. Easily assign project info. from within GP at the time of transaction entry.

Kronos Incorporated  •  AX

http://www.kronos.com  •  800-225-1561

Workforce Central® Suite

Seamlessly integrates with Microsoft Dynamics to completely automate the essential timekeeping, human resources and financial processes.

KwikTag  •  AX  •  CRM  •  GP  •  NAV  •  SL

http://www.kwiktag.com  •  888-KWIK-TAG

NEW: KwikTag

KwikPayables automates the process of invoice transactions being captured, coded, routed, approved, stored and audited.

Automation

ImageTag, Inc.  •  AX  •  GP  •  NAV  •  SL

http://www.imageTag.com  •  271-732-3737 ext. 0203

Comprehensive HR & Payroll Solutions for Dynamics GP

Creating great Dynamics® GP HR & Payroll experiences by offering solid solutions: reliable software, top-notch support and expert services - making your payroll system work exactly the way you want and need it to!
Flexible Solutions

Globe Software

Halo BI

Halo BI Analytics and BI platform for self-service supply chain planning and data discovery. Enterprise scaled, rapidly implemented, data secured. Analyze, decide and plan faster than ever before. See demo live on halobi.com

Solver

Solvstar.com - 310-691-5300

Solver - B360 Suite

Both Excel & Web-based Financial & Operational Reporting, Budgeting, Dashboards, & a pre-configured Data Warehouse w/ direct integration to Microsoft Dynamics.

ZAP

ZAP Business Intelligence

ZAP provides ‘Buy, Not Build’ business intelligence for organizations using Microsoft Dynamics. ZAP’s Trusted Analytics ensure your company is aligned through best practice metrics that deliver real business results.

Business Process Management

Liaison Software Corp

http://www.liaisonssoft.com

800-811-4618 ext. 201

Liaison Messenger EDD

Batch email password protected Direct Deposit Statements to Employees.

MHC Software, Inc.

http://www.mhcsoftware.com

952-882-3341

Document Express Accounts Payable & Payroll MICR

Check Printing

MICR checks print to blank stock from standard Dynamics output. Ideal for unique customizations - print virtually any data available in Dynamics on checks. Digitized signatures, payable, secure remote printing.

Trans-Micro, Inc.

http://www.checkfactory.com

888-699-5758

Check Factory Visual Series v5 for Dynamics GP and SL

Check Factory® Visual Series is a MICR check and forms printing software solution designed to completely replace the need to purchase pre-printed checks and forms. Check Factory works inside Dynamics GP and SL.

Collaboration Platform

Higher Logic

http://www.higherlogic.com

202-360-4402

Higher Logic

The leading cloud-based community platform used by organizations worldwide to bring people together in secure communities designed to ignite knowledge sharing, drive content creation and solve problems.

Commissions

EthoTech, Inc.

http://www.ethotech.com

678-384-7500 ext. 1

Commission Plan

Calculate, pay and track all variable compensation, including Sales Commissions, Bonuses, Royalties, Rebates and SPIFFS. Effortlessly create and modify commission plans, and then quickly distribute reports by e-mail.

Flaum Technologies

http://www.commissioncalc.com

888-962-6667 ext. 24

CommissionCalc

The practical way to automate "impossible" commission plans.

Check Printing

Liaison Software Corp

http://www.liaisonssoft.com

800-811-4618 ext. 201

Liaison Messenger EDD

Batch email password protected Direct Deposit Statements to Employees.

MHC Software, Inc.

http://www.mhcsoftware.com

952-882-3341

Document Express Accounts Payable & Payroll MICR

Check Printing

MICR checks print to blank stock from standard Dynamics output. Ideal for unique customizations - print virtually any data available in Dynamics on checks. Digitized signatures, payable, secure remote printing.

Trans-Micro, Inc.

http://www.checkfactory.com

888-699-5758

Check Factory Visual Series v5 for Dynamics GP and SL

Check Factory® Visual Series is a MICR check and forms printing software solution designed to completely replace the need to purchase pre-printed checks and forms. Check Factory works inside Dynamics GP and SL.

Collaboration Platform

Higher Logic

http://www.higherlogic.com

202-360-4402

Higher Logic

The leading cloud-based community platform used by organizations worldwide to bring people together in secure communities designed to ignite knowledge sharing, drive content creation and solve problems.

Commissions

EthoTech, Inc.

http://www.ethotech.com

678-384-7500 ext. 1

Commission Plan

Calculate, pay and track all variable compensation, including Sales Commissions, Bonuses, Royalties, Rebates and SPIFFS. Effortlessly create and modify commission plans, and then quickly distribute reports by e-mail.

Flaum Technologies

http://www.commissioncalc.com

888-962-6667 ext. 24

CommissionCalc

The practical way to automate "impossible" commission plans.

Compliance

ACOM Solutions, Inc.

http://www.acom.com/solutions/ms-dynamics-gpgreat-plains/  •  800-699-5758

Integrated Document Management and Process Automation for Dynamics GP

Direct and control the entire lifecycle of your documents and unstructured information, while protecting the information within them & keeping you within compliance mandates.

Altec

http://www.altec-inc.com

800-997-9921 ext. 1255

doc-link Integrated Document Management

capture, workflow, output & archive w/doc-link, Doc. Mgmt. for Dynamics.

docSTAR

http://www.docstar.com  • 888-docSTAR

docSTAR eclipse Smart AP Automation
docSTAR is the premier AP automation solution provider. SaaS or on-premises deployment options. Mobile access. Intelligent data capture. Advanced workflow. Microsoft Dynamics ERP integration.

Halo BI

Halo BI Analytics and BI platform for self-service supply chain planning and data discovery. Enterprise scaled, rapidly implemented, data secured. Analyze, decide and plan faster than ever before. See demo live on halobi.com

Solvstar.com - 310-691-5300

Solver - B360 Suite

Both Excel & Web-based Financial & Operational Reporting, Budgeting, Dashboards, & a pre-configured Data Warehouse w/ direct integration to Microsoft Dynamics.

ZAP

ZAP Business Intelligence

ZAP provides ‘Buy, Not Build’ business intelligence for organizations using Microsoft Dynamics. ZAP’s Trusted Analytics ensure your company is aligned through best practice metrics that deliver real business results.

Business Process Management

Liaison Software Corp

http://www.liaisonssoft.com

800-811-4618 ext. 201

Liaison Messenger EDD

Batch email password protected Direct Deposit Statements to Employees.

MHC Software, Inc.

http://www.mhcsoftware.com

952-882-3341

Document Express Accounts Payable & Payroll MICR

Check Printing

MICR checks print to blank stock from standard Dynamics output. Ideal for unique customizations - print virtually any data available in Dynamics on checks. Digitized signatures, payable, secure remote printing.

Trans-Micro, Inc.

http://www.checkfactory.com

888-699-5758

Check Factory Visual Series v5 for Dynamics GP and SL

Check Factory® Visual Series is a MICR check and forms printing software solution designed to completely replace the need to purchase pre-printed checks and forms. Check Factory works inside Dynamics GP and SL.

Collaboration Platform

Higher Logic

http://www.higherlogic.com

202-360-4402

Higher Logic

The leading cloud-based community platform used by organizations worldwide to bring people together in secure communities designed to ignite knowledge sharing, drive content creation and solve problems.

Commissions

EthoTech, Inc.

http://www.ethotech.com

678-384-7500 ext. 1

Commission Plan

Calculate, pay and track all variable compensation, including Sales Commissions, Bonuses, Royalties, Rebates and SPIFFS. Effortlessly create and modify commission plans, and then quickly distribute reports by e-mail.

Flaum Technologies

http://www.commissioncalc.com

888-962-6667 ext. 24

CommissionCalc

The practical way to automate "impossible" commission plans.
Affordable Care Act
From tracking eligibility and enrollment requirements to producing and filing 1095-C returns, Greenshades has Affordable Care Act requirements under control. Request a demo today and take the pain out of ACA.

Integrity Data
http://www.integrity-data.com/software/aca-compliance/ • 888-786-6162
Sypnio ACA Compliance Solution – powered by Integrity Data
A 360° reporting engine that makes ACA tracking and compliance a non-issue. With deep BI capabilities, this tool automatically tracks eligibility and tests affordability, and generates and prints Form 1095-C.

Rockton Software
http://www.rocktonsoftware.com 877-476-2586
Changes happen. Now you have a way to track them all.

Contract/ Project Management
Ariett
http://www.ariett.com • 781-826-1120
Ariett Cloud Contract Management for Vendors, Capital Projects and Budgeting with Requisition/Invoice Tracking on Any Device
Collaborate on Contracts/Capital Projects to better manage spend.

Cost Accounting
Corporate Renaissance Group
http://www.crgroup.com/costallocator 613-232-4295
Cost Allocator
Perform manual and automated account allocations using 1 of 4 methods: percentage values, fixed amounts, cost drivers/meters, or account balance. Integrates with Dynamics, other ERP solutions or as a stand-alone system.

Credit Card / Check Processing
ChargeLogic
http://www.chargelogic.com • 877-292-2520
Leading PCI validated credit card & payment processing solution for NAV.

Integrated Software, Inc.
http://www.isiais.com • 312-984-1986
Credit Card Authorization
PCI validated. Token-based system eliminates need to store sensitive credit card data. Handles all your credit card processing needs. Seamlessly integrates with Sales Order Processing and Cash Receipts.

Integrated Software, Inc.
http://www.isiais.com • 312-984-1986
Check Processing
Electronic Check Processing integrated with SOP and Cash Receipts.

k-Commerce
http://www.k-commerce.com
855-k-commerce
KloudPay
Secure, PCI Certified ACH/credit card solution with batch processing and ability to store sensitive data off site with tokenization.

Nodus Technologies, Inc.
http://www.nodus.com/products.html
909-482-4701
Credit Card Advantage and CRM Charge
Securely process credit cards and eChecks/ACH in real-time with seamless integration between Dynamics GP and/or CRM. Includes batch processing & reconciliation/reporting tools. Optional AutoPay and customer portal.

Red Maple
http://www.redmaple.com • 972-980-6963
Red Maple’s Advanced Credit Cards
PCI validated CC solution native to AX and Retail for AX. We integrate to 13+ processors. Take payments in SO, AR or Projects. Tokenization is available. Process CC in multiple countries. Handle complex transactions.

Admiral Consulting Group
http://www.admiral-west.com/solutions_activeconnect.html • 866-794-1275 ext. 101
ActiveConnect
Integrate data from your website, SQL Server, ODBC, or Excel up to 20x faster and more easily than with Integration Manager, for less cost. Also send data directly from Excel to Dynamics with a click of a button.

eBridge Connections
http://www.ebridgeconnections.com • 800-755-6921
eBridge Integration Solution
The leading cloud integration platform for EDI, eCommerce & CRM systems.

Customer Relationship Management
AbleBridge
http://www.ablebridge.com/products-project-management.htm • 877-600-2253
Project Management for Microsoft Dynamics CRM
Easy to use Project Management integrated with Microsoft Dynamics CRM.

Data Management
Corporate Renaissance Group
http://www.crgroup.com/changer 613-232-4295
CRG Changer
Quickly & easily change, merge & combine your codes & data in GP. Changer is trusted by thousands of organizations, supports 3rd party tables & is completely flexible - ensuring GP operates at optimum efficiency.

Global Software
http://www.globesoftware.com • 701-235-4084
Atlas - Real-time Reporting & Upload into AX from Microsoft Office
Using Atlas, you’ll see how real-time two way data validation integrates between Office, Dynamics AX & CRM. From data migration to production, register on our web site for a free trial.

InsideView
http://www.insideview.com/microsoft/the-list 415-728-9363
InsideView Data for Microsoft Dynamics CRM
Clean, append & maintain your CRM data with InsideView’s current, complete company & contact data. Do it automatically or with one-click sync.

Distribution
Arbela Technologies
http://www.arbela.com • 949-291-4777
Arbela Technologies
Our specialties can align with all your industry-specific and evolving business needs. With minimum customizations, we tailor AX and CRM to effectively reduce costs and improve efficiency. Gain from our experience!

ASC Software
http://www.ascsoftware.com • 937-429-1428
ASCTrac
Award winning, scalable WMS for Distribution, Manufacturing & 3PL operations. Over 25 years of features & functions built-in.

Blue Horseshoe
http://www.bhsolutions.com • 317-573-2583
Supply Chain Suite for Dynamics AX
Gold Certified ERP Partner providing Tier-1 end-to-end implementation services as well as Industry Leading software to fully optimize your Supply Chain. See what’s new in the Supply Chain Suite for Dynamics AX.
KTL Solutions, Inc.  
http://www.ktlsolutions.com • 866-928-0001
KTL SOP Advanced Distribution
Allows you to dynamically define where each segment of the account comes from either the customer, vendor item, system, static, or payment terms.

LANHAM ASSOCIATES
Supply Chain Excellence
Lanham Associates* NAV
http://www.lanhamasoc.com
678-379-4200 ext. 105
Supply Chain Solutions.  
Seamlessly simple Shipping, Inventory Management, WMS, & EDI Compliance. Best of Breed built inside NAV. More than 110,000+ users worldwide.

Scalable Data Systems  
http://www.scalableamx.com • 714-594-7690
Landed Cost
Manage Multiple Vendors/PPO’s as one shipment to improve efficiency and visibility. Key features: Accruals, Auto Cost Allocation, in transit costing.

WilloWare, Inc.  
http://www.willoware.com
888-339-4556 ext. 1
Dynamics GP PowerPack
Over 80 Enhancements to GP, based upon customer requests. Enhances virtually every part of the GP System. Make GP more intuitive, easier to use.

Document Management

Acom Solutions, Inc.  
http://www.acom.com/solutions/m-dynamics-gpgreat-planes/ • 800-699-5758
Automatic Payables, Sale Order Processing & Document Management
Designed for Dynamics GP
Securely manage the capture, workflow, & storage of invoices, documents & all vital business information. 3-way matching, live accrual reporting & the ability to complete transactions directly from workflows.

Altec  
http://www.altecinc.com • 800-997-9221 ext. 1255
doc-link Integrated Document Management  
Capture, workflow, output & archive w/doc-link. Doc. Mgmt. for Dynamics.

Computer Information Enterprises  
http://www.compinfo.com • 949-263-0910
ImageLink

Datahaven for Dynamics  
http://www.datahavendynamics.com
757-222-2000
Datahaven for Dynamics
Datahaven for Dynamics is the only scanning, OCR, and workflow solution natively embedded—not simply integrated—throughout the Microsoft Dynamics user experience and available to non-Dynamics users from Microsoft Outlook.

docSTAR  
http://www.docstar.com • 888-docSTAR
docSTAR eclipse Smart AP Automation
docSTAR is the premier AP automation solution provider. SaaS or on-premises deployment options. Mobile access. Intelligent data capture. Advanced workflow. Microsoft Dynamics ERP integration.

docPhase  
http://www.docphase.com
727-441-8228 ext. 026
NEW: DocuPhase
DocuPhase is a powerful business process automation, document management, intelligent capture, analytics, and web forms platform. We provide packaged AP, Purchase Requisition, time/expense processes and more.

PaperSave  
http://www.PaperSave.com • 877-727-3799
PaperSave is a complete document management, electronic workflow and invoice automation solution, Certified for Microsoft Dynamics GP, SL, AX, & CRM.

E-commerce

Avalara, Inc.  
http://www.info.avalara.com/Thelink • 877-780-4646
Avalara for Sales Tax Automation  
Automate and eliminate the complexity of sales tax management with Avalara. A cloud-based sales and use tax calculation, exemption certificate management, filing and remittance solution for Microsoft Dynamics.

ChargeLogic  
http://www.chargelogic.com • 877-292-2520
ChargeLogic Connect  
Easy ecommerce integration w/ NAV. PCI-compliant cloud payment solution.

KEY:  AX = Axapta  
GP = Great Plains  
NAV = Navision  
SL = Solomon  
CRM = Customer Relationship Management  
RMS = Retail Management System  
P0S = Point of Sale
Lower cost of ownership. Lock you in. Full function, fair price. Van, maps, managed services. We won’t EDI VAN
Lanham Associates®
Supply Chain Excellence
Lanham Associates®
http://www.lanhamassoc.com
678-379-4200 ext. 105
ACE - Advanced Commerce ERP
EDI, ASN, Shipping, Carrier Manifest, Labels, Barcoding, TP Compliance, WMS, Forecasting & Replenishment. Best of breed built inside NAV replacing 7 disparate solutions. Seamless simplicity. 110,000+ users worldwide.
LANHAM ASSOCIATES®
Supply Chain Excellence
LANHAM ASSOCIATES®
http://www.lanhamservices.com
678-999-3900
Managed EDI Services
Did you know Lanham Services offers Managed EDI Services? Management of day-to-day EDI tasks & error resolution. A true turn-key EDI solution.

RedTail Solutions®
http://www.redtailsolutions.com
508-983-1900
RedTail EDI
Freedom to Do Business: Stick to what you do best - our cloud service manages your EDI. Integrated with ERP/WMS/3PL systems. Lowest total cost.

Scalable Data Systems: AX NAV
http://www.scalablexml.com - 714-594-7690
EDI
Streamline communications between customers/vendors. Key Features: Auto transfer between parties, Orders, Invoices, ASN’s & Multi location.

Electronic Document Delivery (Email)/Faxing
ACOM Solutions, Inc. GP
Integrated Document Management and Process Automation
Automatically capture, route, deliver, archive and securely access information directly from Dynamics GP screens and via Web Browser.

Altec AX GP NAV SL
http://www.altetcorp.com
800-997-9821 ext. 1255
doc-link Integrated Document Management
Capture, workflow, output & archive w/doc-link. Doc. Mgmt. for Dynamics. ACE - Advanced

Dataview 4 Dynamics AX NAV
http://www.dataview4dynamics.com
757-222-2000
Dataview 4 Dynamics
Dataview is the only scanning, OCR, and workflow solution natively embedded—not simply integrated—throughout the Microsoft Dynamics user experience and available to non-Dynamics users from Microsoft Outlook.

Liaison Software Corp
http://www.liaison.com
800-811-4618 ext. 201
Liaison Message EDI
Batch email, fax, print, archive Invoices, Statements, Sales Orders, Purchase Orders to customers, vendors, sales. Attach supporting documentation. Use existing reports (GP report writer, SSRS, Crystal).

Rockton Software AX GP
http://www.rocktonsoftware.com
877-476-2586
Dynamics Report Manager
Rockton has made reporting so fast & easy; you'll want to send us flowers.

Electronic Signatures
AssureSign LLC AX CRM NAV SL
http://www.assuresign.com
407-570-0400
AssureSign Electronic Signature Software
Integrated cloud or on-premise enterprise class Electronic Signatures.

Equipment Maintenance
COGEP Inc. AX GP NAV NAV SL
http://www.cogep.com
418-626-2803 ext. 144
GUIDE!
Powerful and user-friendly maintenance software. Control budget and reduce maintenance and unit cost. Increase efficiency and reduce downtime.

Expense Solutions
Ariett AX NAV SL
http://www.ariett.com - 781-826-1120
Ariett Cloud Expense Reporting
With Corporate Credit Cards, Travel Approval, Receipt Capture and Mileage Calculator on Any Device
Empowers employees to submit expenses on the go & stay within policy.

Concur
Concur AX NAV SL
https://www.concur.com - 425-590-5020
Travel Expense and Invoice Management
Integrated travel expense and invoice software for Microsoft Dynamics.

DATABASICS
DATABASICS, Inc. AX GP NAV SL
http://www.databasics.com - 314-282-9561
DATABASICS Time, Expense and Invoice Reporting
DATABASICS offers SaaS solutions for Expense Reporting, Time Tracking and Vendor Invoice Management. Flexible, powerful, easy to use.

DynamicPoint NAV
http://www.dynamicpoint.com - 562-726-4396
SharePoint Expense Reimbursement Solution
Exclusively for Microsoft Dynamics
One Time Cost and No Per User Fees.
Leverage DynamicPoint’s SharePoint Product at a fraction of alternative solution costs to effectively integrate and streamline employee expense reimbursement with Dynamics.

Paperless Business Systems AX GP NAV
http://www.egigroup.com
866-575-1631
eRequester
Use eRequester Travel & Expense Management to automate and expedite expense processing. Improve visibility over discretionary spending.

Gorilla Expense AX NAV SL
http://www.gorillaexpense.com
877-973-6737
Gorilla Expense
The Gorilla Expense T&E solution includes mobile apps, purchase card & corporate credit card reconciliation, project accounting expenses, multi-currency, VAT/GST capture & robust integration with GP, NAV, AX & SL.

ImageTag, Inc. AX GP NAV SL
http://www.kwiktag.com - 888-KWIJK-TAG
NEW: KwikExpense
KwikExpense automates and accelerates expense reporting, receipt capture and the report approval process, while making credit card reconciliation a breeze!

Joesoftware Inc. GP
http://www.joesoftware.com - 780-990-0220
Coreline
Easy, configurable, web-based expense tracking system. Seamlessly drive Payables or Project Accounting. Credit card integration, workflow, multi-currency, VAT support, electronic receipts and more.

Nexonia AX NAV SL
http://www.nexonia.com - 800-291-4829
Nexonia
Highly-configurable cloud-based expense reports and timesheets solutions, seamlessly integrated with MS Dynamics, incl. VAT & multi-currency. With mobile apps for iOS, Android, BlackBerry 10 & Windows Mobile phones.
FieldConnect is an end-to-end solution for workforce mobilization. Electronic work orders & timesheets, dispatch software, and customer portals are directly integrated with Microsoft Dynamics for maximum efficiency.

**Fixed Assets**

PanstrackGP for Fixed Assets
Bar Code data capture extending GP
Fixed Asset module to manage assets.

**General Ledger**

Advanced Allocations for Dynamics GP
You can easily allocate entire departments, perform tiered allocations, and even allocate transactions. Advanced Allocations also allows you to preview allocation entries before committing them to your ledger.

**Field Service Management**

Field Service WMS Barcode mobile phone tablet lot serial tracked inventory
Install telecom oilfield inspect

**Financial Services**

Investment Assets
Unrealized and realized gains/losses, amortization, interest accruals, track portfolios and percent of ownership by multiple entities.

Nexonia http://www.nexonia.com - 800-291-4829
Nexonia
Highly-configurable cloud-based expense reports and timesheets solutions, seamlessly integrated with MS Dynamics, incl. VAT & multi-currency. With mobile apps for iOS, Android, BlackBerry 10 & Windows Mobile phones.

**HR Management**

AAA Tools for Analytical Accounting

**Inventory Enhancement**

PanstrackGP Field Sales & Inventory
Extend GP to capture sales transactions at the point of activity.

WilloWare, Inc. http://www.willoware.com
888-339-4556 ext. 1
CompleteCount Controlled cycle counts in GP using stock tags and Excel. Print tags, ensure accuracy, minimize downtime.

**Inter-company Processing**

Kronos Incorporated http://www.kronos.com - 800-225-1561
Workforce Central® Suite Seamlessly integrates with Microsoft Dynamics to completely automate the essential timekeeping, human resources and financial processes.

myStaffingPro http://mystaffingpro.com - 800-939-2462
myStaffingPro Applicant Tracking System
Recruiting software to qualify applicants, track jobs, and select hires.
Encore Business Solutions
http://www.encorebusiness.com
888-896-4330 ext. 2336
Subscription Billing (formerly called Recurring Contract Billing)
Automates & manages cyclical & subscription-based billings by generating invoices, quotes or orders in GP SOP based on the billing date & billing frequency assigned to the customer contract line item.

k-eCommerce
http://www.k-eCommerce.com
855-k-eCommerce
Online Bill Pay Bundle
View, print and pay invoices by ACH or credit card securely from a website with real time fund recognition.

C. CONCUR
Concur
AX GP NAV SL
https://www.concur.com - 425-590-5020
Travel Expense and Invoice Management
Integrated travel expense and invoice software for Microsoft Dynamics.
DynamicPoint
SharePoint Invoice Automation Solution Exclusively for Microsoft Dynamics.

 DocuPhase
DocuPhase
AX GP NAV SL
http://www.docuphase.com - 727-441-8228 ext. 626
Document Automation, A/P matching, live accrual reporting & the ability to complete transactions directly from workflows.

WilloWare, Inc.
http://www.willoware.com
888-339-4556 ext. 1
WilloWare GP Field Sales & Inventory
Extend GP to capture sales transactions at the point of activity.

Arbela Technologies
AX
Arbela’s Master Data Centralization for Dynamics AX
Arbela’s Master Data Centralization for Dynamics AX manages product, customer, vendor, employees, and COA master data and their fields across multiple companies for better shared services. Gain from our experience!

Horizons International
AX GP NAV
http://www.qualityessentialsuite.com
866-949-9504 ext. 811
Quality Essentials Suite
Quality Management System integrates to all Dynamics products. Used in chemicals, food and other regulated industries. Control layouts for certificates of analysis, comply with ISO standards, manage lot holds.

Panatrack, Inc.
AX GP NAV SL
http://www.panatrack.com - 262-361-4950
Panatrace GP for Manufacturing
Add an integrated bar code solution and turn GP into your WMS for inventory management. An easy to install solution with robust features.

Lanham Associates
AX GP NAV SL
http://www.lanhamassoc.com - 687-379-4200 ext. 105
Lanham Associates
NEW: Multi-Entity Management (MEM)
Operate from one database by consolidating multiple entities with Multi-Entity Management. Save time and money by updating records only once and experience truly centralized processing.

Lanham Associates
AX GP NAV SL
http://www.lanhamassoc.com - 687-379-4200 ext. 105
Lanham Associates
NEW: Multi-Entity Management (MEM)
Operate from one database by consolidating multiple entities with Multi-Entity Management. Save time and money by updating records only once and experience truly centralized processing.

WilloWare, Inc.
http://www.willoware.com
888-339-4556 ext. 1
Manufacturing PowerPack
A suite of enhancements for GP Manufacturing. Tighter integration and added functionality between GP Core Modules and Manufacturing.

Arbela Technologies
AX
Arbela’s Master Data Centralization for Dynamics AX
Arbela’s Master Data Centralization for Dynamics AX manages product, customer, vendor, employees, and COA master data and their fields across multiple companies for better shared services. Gain from our experience!

DocuPhase
DocuPhase
AX GP NAV SL
http://www.docuphase.com - 727-441-8228 ext. 626
DocuPhase
DocuPhase is a powerful business process automation, document management, intelligent capture, analytics, and web forms platform. We provide packaged AP, Purchase Requisition, time/expense processes and more.
DynamicPoint  
http://www.dynamicpoint.com/products/invoice_automation.aspx  •  562-726-4396
SharePoint Accounts Payable Automation Solution Exclusively for Microsoft Dynamics
One Time Cost & No Per User Fees. Leverage SharePoint Accounts Payable (AP) Solution at a fraction of alternative solution costs to effectively automate, real-time management of invoice to payment processing.

ReQlogic  
http://www.reqlogic.com  •  734-302-2316
ReQlogic is a browser-based employee productivity suite providing solutions for eProcurement, requisitions, vendor invoices, time & expense, and advanced workflow.

Greenshades Software  
http://www.greenshades.com  •  888-255-3815 ext. 2
Greenshades Payroll Tax Service
Let us handle the hassle of your payroll tax filings. Greenshades helps facilitate payroll tax returns, deadline management, tax payments, and other reporting requirements.

Integrity Data  
http://www.integrity-data.com/software/aca-compliance/  •  888-786-6162
Sympio ACA Compliance Solution - powered by Integrity Data
A 360° reporting engine that makes ACA tracking and compliance a non-issue With deep BI capabilities, this tool automatically tracks eligibility and tests affordability, and generates and prints Form 1095-C.

Classifieds

ESKER

Document Process Automation

Esker Inc  •  800-368-5283
Document Process Automation
Addressing processes like accounts payable, accounts receivable, and sales order processing, Esker solutions enable companies to automate the reception, processing and sending of documents with one platform.

ICAN Software Corporation  •  253-777-0708 ext. 112
Mass Apply Payables
Mass Apply Payables automates the process of applying payments and credit memos against AP vouchers. It also is an integration tool for importing vendors, vouchers/credit memos, manual payments, and the apply info.

ImageTag, Inc.  •  888-KWK-TAG
KwikPayables
KwikPayables automates the process of invoice transactions being captured, coded, routed, approved, stored and audited.

KTL Solutions, Inc.  •  866-960-0001
KTL FastAP
Brings distribution window and pay-ment terms directly to the 1st screen.

Liaison Software Corp  •  800-811-4618 ext. 201
Liaison Messenger EFT
Batch email & fax EFT Remittances to Vendors pref. Archive internal copy.

MHC Software, Inc.  •  952-882-3341
Electronic Payment Notifications
Email and/or fax remittance advices to vendors rather than printing and mailing. System also can be used for employee reimbursements. Huge cost and time savings. Fast ROI.

Paramount Technologies  •  800-725-4408
WorkPlace AP Invoice Automation
Enforce spend management and approvals for PO and non-PO Invoices.

Aatrix Software, Inc.  •  800-426-0834 ext. 175
Aatrix State and Federal Payroll Report
Complete eFiling and plain paper printing W-2 & 1099 solution. Unemployment, withholding, & new hire reports for all 50 states are completed automatically from your Microsoft Dynamics GP payroll data ready to eFile.

JAT Computer Consulting, Inc.  •  888-989-6130
ePayStub for Canadian Payroll
A seamless extension to Microsoft Dynamics GP Canadian Payroll that allows users to email out employee Payslips with an email that is password protected.

Joesoftware Inc.  •  800-780-0220
Payroll Toolbox
Over 50 add-ons to enhance CDN and US Payroll; multi-batch processing, vacation audit and more.

KTL Solutions, Inc.  •  866-960-0001
KTL PR Security
Allows you to restrict access to employee info based off of user ID.

KTL Solutions, Inc.  •  866-960-0001
PayStub Viewer
A web-based app that provides employees online access to their pay stubs. Employees can be notified through email when their pay stub is available online. Configuration tool allows control to information.

Greenshades Software  •  888-255-3815 ext. 2
Greenshades Online Employee Services
Streamline your HR processes. Our Employee Services module makes benefit sign-up easy and our web based portal eliminates the need to print employee documents and pay stubs.

Sana Commerce  •  740-875-9000
Sana Commerce Cloud
Sana delivers fully integrated B2B e-commerce solutions for Microsoft Dynamics NAV & AX that help wholesalers and manufacturers to grow online.

Adxstudio Inc.  •  800-508-7811
Adxstudio Portals
Transforming the customer web experience with Portals for Dynamics CRM.

DynamicPoint  •  562-726-4396
Employee, Vendor & Customer Portals Integrated with Microsoft Dynamics
Extend crucial Microsoft Dynamics data with custom SharePoint Portals.

Experlogix, Inc.  •  805-504-9729 ext. 712
Experlogix CPQ (Configure Price Quote) for Microsoft Dynamics CRM & ERP
Experlogix CPQ solutions meet the demands of today’s competitive marketplace by simplifying the process of selling customized products, accelerating proposal development times and increasing quote-to-order ratios.

Greenshades Software  •  888-255-3815 ext. 2
Greenshades Online Employee Services
Streamline your HR processes. Our Employee Services module makes benefit sign-up easy and our web based portal eliminates the need to print employee documents and pay stubs.

Sana Commerce  •  740-875-9000
Sana Commerce Cloud
Sana delivers fully integrated B2B e-commerce solutions for Microsoft Dynamics NAV & AX that help wholesalers and manufacturers to grow online.

DynamicPoint  •  562-726-4396
SharePoint Accounts Payable Automation Solution Exclusively for Microsoft Dynamics
One Time Cost & No Per User Fees. Leverage SharePoint Accounts Payable (AP) Solution at a fraction of alternative solution costs to effectively automate, real-time management of invoice to payment processing.

ReQlogic  •  734-302-2316
ReQlogic is a browser-based employee productivity suite providing solutions for eProcurement, requisitions, vendor invoices, time & expense, and advanced workflow.

Greenshades Software  •  888-255-3815 ext. 2
Greenshades Payroll Tax Service
Let us handle the hassle of your payroll tax filings. Greenshades helps facilitate payroll tax returns, deadline management, tax payments, and other reporting requirements.

Integrity Data  •  888-786-6162
Sympio ACA Compliance Solution - powered by Integrity Data
A 360° reporting engine that makes ACA tracking and compliance a non-issue With deep BI capabilities, this tool automatically tracks eligibility and tests affordability, and generates and prints Form 1095-C.

Classifieds

ESKER

Document Process Automation

Esker Inc  •  800-368-5283
Document Process Automation
Addressing processes like accounts payable, accounts receivable, and sales order processing, Esker solutions enable companies to automate the reception, processing and sending of documents with one platform.

ICAN Software Corporation  •  253-777-0708 ext. 112
Mass Apply Payables
Mass Apply Payables automates the process of applying payments and credit memos against AP vouchers. It also is an integration tool for importing vendors, vouchers/credit memos, manual payments, and the apply info.

ImageTag, Inc.  •  888-KWK-TAG
KwikPayables
KwikPayables automates the process of invoice transactions being captured, coded, routed, approved, stored and audited.

KTL Solutions, Inc.  •  866-960-0001
KTL FastAP
Brings distribution window and pay-ment terms directly to the 1st screen.

Liaison Software Corp  •  800-811-4618 ext. 201
Liaison Messenger EFT
Batch email & fax EFT Remittances to Vendors pref. Archive internal copy.

MHC Software, Inc.  •  952-882-3341
Electronic Payment Notifications
Email and/or fax remittance advices to vendors rather than printing and mailing. System also can be used for employee reimbursements. Huge cost and time savings. Fast ROI.

Paramount Technologies  •  800-725-4408
WorkPlace AP Invoice Automation
Enforce spend management and approvals for PO and non-PO Invoices.

Aatrix Software, Inc.  •  800-426-0834 ext. 175
Aatrix State and Federal Payroll Report
Complete eFiling and plain paper printing W-2 & 1099 solution. Unemployment, withholding, & new hire reports for all 50 states are completed automatically from your Microsoft Dynamics GP payroll data ready to eFile.

JAT Computer Consulting, Inc.  •  888-989-6130
ePayStub for Canadian Payroll
A seamless extension to Microsoft Dynamics GP Canadian Payroll that allows users to email out employee Payslips with an email that is password protected.

Joesoftware Inc.  •  800-780-0220
Payroll Toolbox
Over 50 add-ons to enhance CDN and US Payroll; multi-batch processing, vacation audit and more.

KTL Solutions, Inc.  •  866-960-0001
KTL PR Security
Allows you to restrict access to employee info based off of user ID.

KTL Solutions, Inc.  •  866-960-0001
PayStub Viewer
A web-based app that provides employees online access to their pay stubs. Employees can be notified through email when their pay stub is available online. Configuration tool allows control to information.

Greenshades Software  •  888-255-3815 ext. 2
Greenshades Online Employee Services
Streamline your HR processes. Our Employee Services module makes benefit sign-up easy and our web based portal eliminates the need to print employee documents and pay stubs.

Sana Commerce  •  740-875-9000
Sana Commerce Cloud
Sana delivers fully integrated B2B e-commerce solutions for Microsoft Dynamics NAV & AX that help wholesalers and manufacturers to grow online.
Encore Business Solutions
http://www.encorebusiness.com
888-898-4330 ext. 2336
Subscription Billing (formerly called Recurring Contract Billing) Automates & manages cyclical & subscription-based billings by generating invoices, quotes or orders in GP SOB based on the billing date & billing frequency assigned to the customer contract line item.

ICAN Software Corporation
http://www.icansoftware.com - 253-777-0708
Mass Apply Receivables Mass apply range of customers & dates with specific apply or auto apply.

Nodus Technologies, Inc.
http://www.nodus.com/epay-advantage.html - 909-482-4701
ePay Advantage - Online Bill Pay Automate A/R, improve cash flow, and provide security and convenience to your customers with an online bill pay portal. Optional recurring/subscription billing, AutoPay, payment plans and remote order entry.

SSYH
AR Collections Manager for Hendrix, Inc.

AIM Technologies
http://www.aim-technologies.com
888-234-0428
Cash Basis Reporting A fully integrated cash basis reporting module that allows real-time reporting on both cash and accrual accounting basis with no additional keystrokes.

CALUMO, Inc.
NEW: CALUMO - Reporting, Budgeting & Forecasting CALUMO is THE single tool for reporting, budgeting & forecasting all Accountants love. CALUMO combines web/mobile/Excel/Word/PowerPoint to create & distribute ad-hoc analysis, reports, dashboards & planning templates.

Royalty
Eclipse Computing, Inc
http://www.royaltyandrights.com
201-746-6255 ext. 201
Royalty and Rights Management System for Dynamics GP For managing intellectual property, controls all phases of royalty accounting including Contracts, Accruals, Payments & Revenue Recognition.

SSYH
AR Collections Manager for Hendrix, Inc.

SSYH
AR Collections Manager for Hendrix, Inc.

Flexible Solutions
http://www.gpreportsviewer.com
1-212-254-4112 ext. 1
GP Reports Viewer Easily & quickly print/email Crystal/SRS/Excel reports directly from Dynamics GP. Replace existing GP reports, link reports directly to GP and 3rd party windows, pass parameters to reports directly from fields in GP.

Flexible Solutions
http://www.gpreportsviewer.com
1-212-254-4112 ext. 1
GP Reports Viewer Easily & quickly print/email Crystal/SRS/Excel reports directly from Dynamics GP. Replace existing GP reports, link reports directly to GP and 3rd party windows, pass parameters to reports directly from fields in GP.

Globe Software
http://www.globesoftware.com - 701-235-4084
Atlas - Real-time Reporting & Upload into AX from Microsoft Office Using Atlas, you’ll see how real-time two way data validation integrates between Office, Dynamics AX & CRM. From data migration to production, register on our web site for a free trial.

KTL Solutions, Inc.
http://www.ktlsolutions.com - 866-960-0001
Crystal Converter Converts Crystal Reports to SQL reporting services RDL.

Rockton Software
http://www.rocktonsoftware.com
877-476-2586
Dynamics Report Manager Rockton has made reporting so fast & easy, you’ll want to send us flowers.

Flexible Solutions
http://www.gpreportsviewer.com
1-212-254-4112 ext. 1
GP Reports Viewer Replace SOP and POP documents with Omni Price. Manage nearly every pricing situation you can think of, and a bunch you haven’t.

Liaison
http://www.liaison.com - 888-811-4618 ext. 201
Liaison Message EDD Batch email, fax, print, archive Invoices, Statements, Sales Orders, Purchase Orders to customers, vendors, sales. Attach supporting documentation. Import existing reports (GP report writer, SSRS, Crystal).

Panatrack, Inc.
http://www.panatrack.com - 262-361-4950
Panatrack GP Field Sales & Inventory Extend GP to capture sales transactions at the point of activity.

Red Maple
http://www.redmaple.com - 972-980-6963
Red Maple’s Advanced Trade & Pricing Adv Trade extends pricing capabilities to include complex pricing structures, extends billing, billing schedules and revenue recognition of complex transactions. Contracts can be generated and managed easily.

Flexible Solutions
http://www.gpreportsviewer.com
1-212-254-4112 ext. 1
GP Reports Viewer Replace SOP and POP documents with Omni Price. Manage nearly every pricing situation you can think of, and a bunch you haven’t.

Sales Order Processing Enhancement
Altec
http://www.altenc-nc.com
800-997-9921 ext. 1255
doc-link Integrated Document Management Capture, workflow, output & archive w/doc-link, Doc. Mgmt. for Dynamics.

Encore Business Solutions
http://www.encorebusiness.com
888-898-4330 ext. 2336
Advanced SmartList Enhanced analysis of SmartList data. Ad-hoc reports & queries on the fly. Sort, filter & re-order columns easily. Sum groups of info fast.

ATHOR ASIANTAL
NEW: CALUMO - Reporting, Budgeting & Forecasting CALUMO is THE single tool for reporting, budgeting & forecasting all Accountants love. CALUMO combines web/mobile/Excel/Word/PowerPoint to create & distribute ad-hoc analysis, reports, dashboards & planning templates.

Flexible Solutions
http://www.gpreportsviewer.com
1-212-254-4112 ext. 1
GP Reports Viewer Replace SOP and POP documents with Omni Price. Manage nearly every pricing situation you can think of, and a bunch you haven’t.

Solomon
http://www.solverusa.com - 310-691-5300
Solver - BI360 Suite - 800-997-9921 ext. 1255
doc-link Integrated Document Management Capture, workflow, output & archive w/doc-link, Doc. Mgmt. for Dynamics.

ATHOR ASIANTAL
NEW: CALUMO - Reporting, Budgeting & Forecasting CALUMO is THE single tool for reporting, budgeting & forecasting all Accountants love. CALUMO combines web/mobile/Excel/Word/PowerPoint to create & distribute ad-hoc analysis, reports, dashboards & planning templates.
**Security**

Arabela Technologies  
http://www.arbelatech.com • 949-291-4777  
Arabela Security Manager  
http://www.arbelatech.com

Arabela Security Manager addresses security creation & mgmt, risk & compli- 
cy requirements, & audit preparation with inquiries & reports. Focus on your 

business not your technology needs. Gain from our experience!

KTL Solutions, Inc.  
http://www.ktlsolutions.com  •  866-960-0001  
KTL PR Security  
Allows you to restrict access to employee 

info based off of user ID.

**NAV Easy Security**

Mergetool.com  
http://www.mergetool.com/easysecurity.html  
678-666-2100  
NAV Easy Security from Mergetool.com  
Complete security solution for NAV. Permission Recorder, Role Builder, SOX 

compliant roles verified for Segregation of Duties. Field Level and Data Security- 

hide fields on forms and pages, filter data users can see.

**System Enhancement**

Encore Business Solutions  
http://www.encorebusines.com  
888-998-4330  ext. 2336  
Advanced SmartList  
Enhanced analysis of SmartList data. 

Ad-hoc reports & queries on the fly. 
Sort, filter & re-order columns easily. 
Sum groups of info fast.

**Shipping/ Manifesting**

Arabela Technologies  
http://www.arbelatech.com • 949-291-4777  
Master Data Centralization  
For Dynamics AX  
Arabela’s Master Data Centralization for Dynamics AX manages product, 
customer, vendor, employees, and 
COA master data and their fields across 
multiple companies for better shared 
services. Gain from our experience!

ChargeLogic NAV  
http://www.chargelogic.com • 877-292-2520  
ChargeLogic Shipping  
Intelligent, easy shipping for NAV. 

Accuracy rate quotes and tracking.

**HighJump**

HighJump®  
TrueCommerce EDI Solutions  
http://www.highjump.com/truecommerce  
888-430-4489  
HighJump TrueCommerce EDI Solutions  
Scalable & affordable EDI solutions for Microsoft Dynamics. 

A managed service approach, from one trusted 

source, helps lower your fulfillment & 

procurement costs & connects you to a 


expansive global trading network.

**Supply Chain Management**

Arabela Technologies AX  
http://www.arbelatech.com • 949-291-4777  
Arabela Technologies  
Our specialties can align with all your 

industry-specific and evolving business 

needs. With minimum customizations, 

we tailor AX and CRM to effectively 

reduce costs and improve efficiency. 

Gain from our experience!

ASC Software  
http://www.ascsoftware.com  •  937-429-1428  
ASCTrac  
Award winning, scalable WMS for 

Distribution, Manufacturing & 3PL 
operations. Over 25 years of features 

& functions built-in.

**Data Masons Software**

Data Masons Software  
http://www.datamasons.com  •  866-575-1631  
Vantage Point EDI for 

Dynamics AX  
Tightly integrated EDI for Dynamics without customizations.

**Kamp Data**

Kamp-Data, Inc.  
http://www.kampdata.com  •  406-404-2036  
DynamicZip  
Manage & report nationwide sales and 

use taxes from within GP.

## Tax

Avalara, Inc.  
http://www.info.avalara.com/TheList  
877-780-4848  
Avalara for Sales Tax  
Automate and eliminate the complex-

ity of sales tax management with 

Avalara. A cloud-based sales and use 

tax calculation, exemption certificate 

management, filing and remittance 

solution for Microsoft Dynamics.

Greenshades Software  
http://www.greenshades.com  
888-255-3815 ext. 2  
Greenshades Year End Forms  
Electronic distribution, print to blank 

paper, and fully automated mailing 

services help thousands of Greenshades 

clients create, distribute and electronically 

file their 1099, W-2 and 1095-C forms.

Greenshades Software  
http://www.greenshades.com  
888-255-3815 ext. 2  
Greenshades Payroll Tax Service  
Let us handle the hassle of your payroll 

tax filings. Greenshades helps facilitate 

payroll tax returns, deadline manage-

ment, tax payments, and other reporting 

services.

## Retail Management System

**Vertex SMB**

http://www.VertexSMB.com/TheList  
855-221-5885  
Vertex SMB  
Sales and tax automation with pay-

as-you-go pricing and PDF returns.
**Time and Attendance**

**Time Matrix Time Clock**

Business Computers Software, Inc.  
http://www.business-computers.com  
800-997-9921  ext. 0203

Time Matrix  
Time Clock that integrates with Dynamics GP, PR, HR, PA, & Manufacturing.

**DATABASICS**

DATABASICS, Inc. AX  
CRM  
GP  
NAV  
SL  
http://www.databasics.com  
314-282-9561  
DATABASICS Time, Expense and Invoice Reporting  
DATABASICS offers SaaS solutions for Expense Reporting, Time Tracking and Vendor Invoice Management. Flexible, powerful, easy to use.

Joesoftware Inc. AX  
GP  
http://www.joesoftware.com  
780-990-0220

Web-based timesheets, employee/manager self-service for CAD payroll.

JOVACO Solutions Inc. AX, CRM  
GP  
http://www.jovaco.com  
888-988-3355 ext. 122

JOVACO Project Suite  
Project accounting for professional service firms to manage projects through web-based time & expense and resource mgmt modules. Top features: extensive reporting, multi-company & inter-departmental capabilities.

**KRONOS**

Kronos Incorporated AX  
GP  
http://www.kronos.com  
800-225-1561

Workforce Central® Suite  
Seamlessly integrates with Microsoft Dynamics to completely automate the essential timekeeping, human resources and financial processes.

**Travel Expense Management**

Gorilla Expense AX  
GP  
NAV  
SL  
http://www.gorillaexpense.com  
877-973-6737

Gorilla Expense  
The Gorilla Expense T&E solution includes mobile apps, purchase card & corporate credit card reconciliation, project accounting expenses, multi-currency, VAT/GST capture & robust integration with GP, NAV, AX & SL.

ImageTag, Inc. AX  
GP  
NAV  
SL  
http://www.kwiktag.com  
888-KWIK-TAG

NEW: KwikExpense  
KwikExpense automates and accelerates expense reporting, receipt capture and the report approval process, while making credit card reconciliation a breeze!

Nexonia AX  
GP  
NAV  
SL  
http://www.nexonia.com  
800-291-4829

Nexonia  
Highly-configurable cloud-based expense reports and timesheets solutions, seamlessly integrated with MS Dynamics, incl. VAT & multi-currency. With mobile apps for iOS, Android, Blackberry 10 & Windows Mobile phones.

**Warranty and Claims Management**

Red Maple AX  
http://www.redmaple.com  
972-980-6963

Red Maple’s Warranty Management  
Red Maple Warranty Management allows companies to automatically track the purchase and sales of items from vendor to distributor to end user. Generated claims can be tracked and managed.

**Workflow / Notifications**

Altec AX  
GP  
NAV  
SL  
http://www.altec-inc.com  
800-997-9921 ext. 1235

doc-link Integrated Document Management  
Capture, workflow, output & archive w/doc-link, Doc. Mgmt. for Dynamics.

Datahaven for Dynamics AX  
NAV  
http://www.datahaven4dynamics.com  
757-222-2000

Datahaven for Dynamics  
Datahaven is the only scanning, OCR, and workflow solution natively embedded—not simply integrated—throughout the Microsoft Dynamics user experience and available to non-Dynamics users from Microsoft Outlook.

KwikTag  
KwikTag is the premier AP automation solution provider. SaaS or on-premises deployment options. Mobile access. Intelligent data capture. Advanced workflow. Microsoft Dynamics ERP integration.

**Document Process Automation**

Esker Inc AX  
GP  
NAV  
http://www.esker.com  
800-368-5283

Document Process Automation  
Addressing processes like accounts payable, accounts receivable, and sales order processing. Esker solutions enable companies to automate the reception, processing and sending of documents with one platform.

**AP Automation**

PaperSave AX  
CRM  
GP  
SL  
http://www.papersave.com  
877-727-3799

PaperSave is a complete document management, electronic workflow and invoice automation solution. Certified for Microsoft Dynamics GP, SL, AX, & CRM.

**SharePoint Workflow**

Red Maple AX  
http://www.redmaple.com  
972-980-6963

Red Maple’s Advanced Workflow Email Client  
Adv. Workflow Email Client allows you to approve, reject or redirect workflows from mobile devices that use Microsoft Exchange Server without having to launch AX. Red Maple’s Adv. Workflow is required.

(**NEW: KwikTag KwikApps**)  
KwikApps automate any document, any department and any process with ONE SYSTEM that integrates directly with your Dynamics ERP.

**Adv. Workflow Email Client**

Red Maple AX  
http://www.redmaple.com  
972-980-6963

Red Maple’s Advanced Workflow Email Client Adv. Workflow Email Client allows you to approve, reject or redirect workflows from mobile devices that use Microsoft Exchange Server without having to launch AX. Red Maple’s Adv. Workflow is required.

**MHC Workflow**

PaperSave AX  
CRM  
GP  
SL  
http://www.papersave.com  
877-727-3799

PaperSave is a complete document management, electronic workflow and invoice automation solution. Certified for Microsoft Dynamics GP, SL, AX, & CRM.
SERVICES

Services

» .NET Development
KTL Solutions, Inc.  CRM  GP
http://www.ktlotsolutions.com  •  888-960-0001
Development - Microsoft Dynamics GP, CRM, xRM
15 yrs developing GP customizations (Dexterity, Net), Source Code Developers, Experts with CRM/xRM as a platform creating customized experiences. Sub-contractor rates to other resellers.

» Application Service Provider/Hosting

myappanywhere
Mission Critical Cloud Hosting
http://www.myappanywhere.com
888-636-HOST
Premier Cloud Computing Provider
Myappanywhere provides a complete go-to-market integrated cloud solution delivering 99.999% uptime, customization, no minimums and secure storage in its privately-owned SSAE 16 Type 2 data center facilities.

» Azure Managed Cloud Services

WatServ
Mission Critical Cloud Hosting
http://www.watserv.com
866-531-2598 ext. 2311
Global leader of Hosted MS Dynamics ERP & CRM
Offering Private, Hybrid, and Azure managed services with world class 24/7/365 global support for LE and SMB clients. Any Time, Anywhere, Any Reason – Guaranteed!

» Business Portal Development

Dynamics Portal
http://www.dynamicopt.com  •  562-726-4396
Enhanced with SharePoint Customizations
Extend the out-of-box Dynamics Portal with SharePoint Customizations.

» Closing Sales

InsideView CRM
http://www.insideview.com/microsoft/the-list
415-728-9363
InsideView for Microsoft Dynamics CRM
Find and win more deals with InsideView market intelligence from 30,000 sources inside CRM – current, complete company and contact data, news, social feeds, and a comprehensive connections network.

» Cloud Computing

Data Resolution, LLC
http://www.dataresolution.net  •  877-878-9108
ERP Clouds
Data Resolution is dedicated to delivering private ERP cloud services branded as the partners brand. We keep all of our cloud customers optimized & working 24 hours a day, worldwide for the last 12 years.

» Data Services

InsideView CRM
http://www.insideview.com/microsoft/the-list
415-728-9363
InsideView Data for Microsoft Dynamics CRM
Clean, append & maintain your CRM data with InsideView’s current, complete company & contact data. Do it automatically or with one-click sync.

» Dexterity Development

DexPros
http://www.dexpros.com  •  623-535-9216
Microsoft Dynamics GP Development
Professionally designed & developed GP enhancements/integrations/upgrades supported by experienced Dexterity/SQL/.NET/VB developers.

KTL Solutions, Inc.  CRM  GP
http://www.ktlotsolutions.com  •  888-960-0001
Development - Microsoft Dynamics GP, CRM, xRM
15 yrs developing GP customizations (Dexterity, Net), Source Code Developers, Experts with CRM/xRM as a platform creating customized experiences. Sub-contractor rates to other resellers.

» HR & Payroll Implementation & Consulting

Elevate HR, Inc.
http://elevate-hr.com/solutions/ • 877-968-4440
Elevate HR Extensions for AX HCM
HCM Process Wizards, Approval Flow, Benefits Admin, Global Payroll, etc.

Integrity Data  ERP
http://www.integrity-data.com
217-732-3737 ext. 0203
Comprehensive HR & Payroll Solutions for Microsoft Dynamics GP
Creating Dynamics* GP HR & Payroll experiences by offering expert consulting, customizations, implementations and training - making your payroll system work exactly the way you want and need it.

» Implementation Services

Bond Consulting Services
AX  CRM  GP
http://www.BondConsultingServices.com
562-988-3451
Custom ERP & CRM Solutions That Streamline Your Business Processes
We provide end to end ERP/CRM solutions which includes implementation, customization, integration, training and ongoing support. We work closely with ISVs to focus on multiple industries in SMB and Enterprise.

CSC
Client Strategy Group
http://www.csgax.com  •  216-524-2574
Dynamics AX Done Right!
CSG has proven expertise in: AX Performance Tuning, Business Intelligence, and AX 2012 Upgrades.

KEY: AX  Axcap
GP  Great Plains
NAV  Navision
SL  Solomon
CRM  Customer Relationship Management
RMS  Retail Management System
POS  Point of Sale
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RedTail Solutions
http://www.redtailsolutions.com
508-983-1900
RedTail EDI
Freedom to Do Business: Stick to what you do best - our cloud service manages your EDI. Integrated with ERP/WMS/3PL systems. Lowest total cost.

ERP Software Blog
http://www.erpsoftwareblog.com
888-800-0999
ERP Software Blog
Group blog sites for VAR/ISV partners to increase SEO, web traffic, leads

Looking Glass Marketing
http://www.lookingglassmarketing.com
614-453-5927
Cost-effective Marketing Solutions for Microsoft Dynamics Partners. Award-winning outsourced marketing services including lead generation, nurture marketing, email marketing, web design/SEO, content development.

The Partner Marketing Group
http://www.thepartnermarketinggroup.com
605-574-9432
Microsoft Approved Vendor for Dynamics & R2R Marketing Consulting
From strategic marketing plan development to the critical daily execution, this Microsoft experienced team can help fill your sales pipeline.

Tornado Marketing, Inc.
http://www.tornado-marketing.com
608-213-0377
Marketing Consulting
Tornado Marketing offers high-impact, highly effective marketing consulting. 10+ years in the channel. Websites, SEO, Copywriting.

Avalara
http://www.info.avalara.com/TheList
877-780-4848
Avalara for Sales Tax Automation
Automate and eliminate the complexity of sales tax management with Avalara. A cloud-based sales and use tax calculation, exemption certificate management, filing and remittance solution for Microsoft Dynamics.

Vertex SMB
http://www.VertexSMB.com/TheList
855-221-5885
Vertex SMB
Sales & use tax automation with pay-as-you-go pricing and PDF returns.

DynamicPoint
http://www.dynamicpoint.com
562-726-4396
Your Source Exclusively for Microsoft Dynamics & SharePoint Integration
Portals, Business Automation & Custom Products integrated with Dynamics.

KTL Solutions, Inc.
http://www.ktlsolutions.com
866-960-0001
Development - Microsoft Dynamics GP/CRM/xRM
15 yrs developing GP customizations (Dexterity, .Net), Source Code Developers, Experts with CRM/xRM as a platform creating customized experiences. Sub-contractor rates to other resellers.

ChargeLogic
Learn why Karen with ChargeLogic likes The List:

“Having The List reach so many organizations within the Microsoft Dynamics community makes our decision to participate an easy one – and receiving a lead from The List didn’t hurt either!”

Karen Tran
ChargeLogic
Narrow Your Search for Microsoft Dynamics Add-Ons With The List: Mobile!

Visit www.thelistmobile.com on your mobile device and access an up-to-date list of Microsoft Dynamics products and services in your pocket anywhere you go.

Search by company name, keyword, or filter by Microsoft Dynamics product line to find the products you need.